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Abstract
This paper presents a method of automatic generate 3D assembly dimension chain based on feature model. Use attributes set of feature to express 
the information of parts and their relationships, an attributes set mainly include: information of target feature, information of features that has 
dimension or mating relations with target feature and information of the relationship. Then the transmit network between features will be 
generated, searching through the transmit network and the assembly dimension chain group are extracted finally. In the end a case study is given
to verify the feasibility of proposed method.
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1. Introduction 
Assembly is the final and crucial link of product 
manufacturing, the quality of assembly is guaranteed mainly 
by the accuracy of parts, assembling process methods, and 
reasonable tolerance distribution method. Reasonable 
tolerance distribution method is a given optimal solution 
based on full consideration of the existing level of 
manufacturing process (including design and manufacture 
standards of technological equipment), manufacturing costs 
and product’s end-functional requirements [1]. Tolerance 
analysis offered a way to verify the correctness of tolerance 
distribution because through tolerance analysis we can 
evaluate and analyze the assembly accuracy, determine the 
best way to mark the functional dimensions in product design 
stage. The target of tolerance analysis is dimension chain and 
the automation generation of it has not been satisfactorily 
resolved.
The automatic generation of tolerance chain is a 
painstaking task and efforts has been made by many scholars 
at home and abroad. Wang Heng, Ning Ruxin, Tang 
Chengtong [2] proposed a method for the automatic 
generation of 3D assembly dimension chain based on CAD 
model, their method takes great advantages of the 3D CAD 
model and models of its parts to obtain the potential 
information, then realize the automatic search and generation 
of the 3D assembly chain by using a certain arithmetic. Jiang 
Simin, Liu Gaofeng [3] generate the vector matric of the 
mating relation between parts based on the mating 
information of the assembly parts, then search along the 
dimension chain vector direction of the closed-loop to obtain 
the chain of mating parts and generate the dimension chain
finally.Hu Jie [4,5,6] proposed the concept of VGC
(Variational Geometric Constraint) network and their 
generation method, what`s more puts forwards the concepts 
of mating tree and loop circle based on the TTRs theory [7],
based on the VGC network theory a method to automatic 
generate 3D assembly dimension chain was also presented.
U. Roy, R. Liu [8] proposes a feature-based representation 
scheme based on the hybrid CSG (Constructive Solid 
Geometry)/B-Rep (Boundary Representations) data structure.
A relational graph structure (face-based data model of B-Rep) 
of the object is maintained at each hierarchical level of object 
construction for associating tolerance and other attributes.
Wang N. Ozsoy TM [9] put forward an algorithm for
automatic generation of tolerance chains by using mating
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relations represented in a feature-based assembly data
structure, tolerance chains are generated by searching
through the mating graphs, mating graph is a graphical 
representation of mating relations between all components of 
an assembly, each node of a mating graph stands for a mating 
component, and each arc stands for the mating relations 
between two mating component. All the methods presented 
above are either used for the 2D dimension chain generation 
or complex and required much human interferences.
Inspired by the work of U. Roy and Wang N, this paper 
presents a method to automatically generate the 3D assembly 
dimension chain based on Feature Attributes Set, Feature 
Attributes Set represent a concept of assembly information 
model based on feature theory. Structure of this paper is 
presented as follows. Firstly, concept of Feature Attributes 
Set, which is the representation of the assembly information 
and served as the base of the generation method, the 
generation method of Feature Attributes Set was also 
presented. After that is the generation method of transmit 
network between features and the generation strategy of 
assembly dimension chains. Finally is a case study to verify 
the feasibility of proposed method.
2. Feature Attributes Set
2.1. The definition of feature attributes set
In this paper we takes the feature as the fundamental 
element of part, it can be classified into two types: natural 
feature and the associated derived feature. Natural feature
means all the surfaces that construct a part and associated 
derived feature here can be regarded as the Minimum 
Geometric Datum Element in the Technologically and 
Topologically Related Surface Theory.
Dimension can be regarded as a relationship between 
features for that it is directly related to features and attach on 
them, this relationship has several factors include the size 
and direction of dimension and the two features on which the
dimension attached. When create an assembly we put several 
parts together by define constrains, so there exists some 
mating relationship between features, we can also takes the 
mating relationship as dimension relationship by define the 
“dimension size” of it to be zero and without a direction.
Fig.1. Structure of FAS
We takes the dimensions and mating constrains as 
attributes of feature on which they attached, and use Feature 
Attribute Set (FAS) to express all those attributes. The 
structure of FAS can be seen from Fig.1.
From Fig.1 we know that FAS is a collection of the 
following information: 
x Information of the target feature, such as the feature type 
and identification of it.
x Information of dimensions and mating constrains.
x Information of features that has relationship with the 
target feature.
Each unit of the FAS represent a dimension or mating 
relation of a feature with the target feature, the structure of 
the unit is shown with Fig.2.
Fig.2. Structure of FAS unit
The generation steps of FAS are as follow.
x Obtain the assembly model.
x Traverse all the dimensions and mating constrains in this
assembly and take down related information: dimension 
size, direction, related features and feature type.
x Generate the FAS for every features: Traverse all the 
dimensions and mating constrains obtained in step 2 to 
find out all the features that has relationship with the 
target feature, generate the corresponding FAS unit for 
each of the related feature. The determination of size and 
direction must following those two rules:
ż Relation type is dimension, the size will be the 
dimension value and the direction is the actual 
direction of the dimension respect to the coordinate 
system.
ż Relation type is mating constrain, the size is zero while 
the direction is NULL.
2.2. The feasibility of FAS to generate 3D assembly 
dimension chain
In the process of dimension chain generation, the mating 
constrains is used to determine the connection of features that 
belongs to different parts and has nothing to do with the 
dimensionality of dimension chain, while the dimensionality 
of dimension plays a decisive role instead.
Dimension is attached to two features, according to the 
type of these two feature there exists 6 different cases, which 
are described in table 1.
Table 1. Dimension with different relate features pair
Number Type Number Type 
1 S-S 4 S-L
2 L-L 5 S-P
3 P-P 6 L-P
In the table S, L, P stands for surface, line and point
respectively, S-L means the features a dimension attached on 
are surface and line, and so on.
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Dimension can be divided into location dimension and
size dimension, no matter which kind of dimension, the 
function of dimension can be regarded as determine the 
relative localities between the two features that a dimension 
related with. In space, the location of a surface can be 
specified by a dimension that along the normal direction of 
it. In the same way, the location of a line can be specified by 
two dimensions (or one 2D dimension, just like in the L-L 
case), the location of a point can be specified by three 
dimensions (or one 3D dimension, just like in the P-P case).
So we may come to a conclusion that a 3D dimension chain 
is exists only when point feature is included in the dimension 
chain, and there are three possible cases, namely S-P, L-P
and P-P.
In the S-P case, a surface can only positioning a point in 
one direction, two dimension along the other two direction 
are needed to determine the position of point. In the same 
way, in L-P case, line cannot determine the location of point 
either.
In the P-P case, the two features the dimension connected 
with are in the same type, so a point can be uniquely 
positioned by the other one with the dimension between them.
In the S-P and L-P case, the position of point cannot be 
specified by a single surface or line, another two (one) 
orthogonal surfaces (line) are (is) needed to determine the 
position of point, but it is impossible to use three surfaces or 
two lines in the same time to positioning a point in a 
dimension chain, so three 1D dimension chain along with the 
three direction is used to expressed the 3D dimension chain,
we named it incomplete 3D dimension chain. In the P-P case, 
the position of one point can be uniquely determined by the 
other one with a 3D dimension, so a truly 3D dimension 
chain will be obtained, we call it complete 3D dimension 
chain here.
The generation of complete 3D dimension chain is easy to 
understand. We mainly discuss the generation of incomplete 
3D dimension chain here. As described above, the key to
generate an incomplete 3D dimension chain is the 
positioning dimension of point along the three coordinate 
direction. From the definition of FAS we know that the FAS 
of point will contains all the dimensions and mating 
constrains that related to this point, in which will definitely 
contains the three positioning dimensions of the point, when 
search for the dimension chain three 1D dimension chain 
along with three directions will be obtained, so an incomplete 
3D dimension chain is generated.
In summary, the FAS proposed in this paper can fulfil the 
requirements to generate 3D dimension chain.
2.3. Example
Fig.3.shows a simple assembly to illustrate the FAS, to 
simplify the statement we only care about information 
needed. The cylindrical bosses of part 1 is mating with the 
hole of the part 2, so there exists two pair of constrains: 
constrain between feature B and C, constrain between feature 
D and E. Here we take feature B as an example to show how 
to generate the FAS.
Fig.3. Example of FAS
We need to find out features that has dimension or mating 
relation with feature B to generate its FAS. From Fig.3. we 
can see that only feature A has a dimension relation with 
feature B and only feature C has mating relation with feature 
B. So the FAS of feature B has two units and can be 
expressed like Fig.4.
Fig.4. FAS of feature B
3. Generation strategy of assembly dimension chains
3.1. Construct the information database
The information database is a collective of all the feature 
attributes sets because we only talk about the generation of 
dimension chains. So this database needs to include the 
information of features, dimensions and mating constrains 
according to the chapter 2. CAD system provides tremendous 
and powerful APIs that we can used to extract all those 
information from an assembly drawing. The construction 
process can be illustrated by the following two steps:
x Traverse all the dimensions in an assembly and find out 
it`s related information: dimension size and direction, 
related features.
x Traverse all the mating constrains and take their 
corresponding information.
We can see that what we do in this two process cannot 
provided us with what we want, so we need to do some data 
processing before we can obtain the FASs, which has been 
detailed described in chapter 2.
There is one more thing to be noticed. In cases that the 
assembly is a complex one, we may need to do some 
modification to the assembly to reduce the workload for the 
fact that not every single feature, dimension or constrain are 
useful to us. For example, the tooth of gear may have nothing 
to do with what we looking for, so we can just hide or delete 
it when we do this process.
3.2. Generate the transmit network between features
The transmit network is aimed at constructing the matrix 
for the dimension chain generation, it represent the mutual 
connections between features, the structure of the transmit 
network is illustrated in Fig.5.
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We can see from the definition of FAS that it has two 
distinguishing characters:
x Contains all the information needed for generating the 
dimension chain.
x Define the connections between features.
Thanks to those two characters, the transmit network will 
also be defined as long as the FASs being generated, however
this define is recessive. For the purpose to construct a more 
intuitive dimension generate network, we transmit the 
connection between features into a link graph according to 
the graph theory.
Fig.5. Structure of transmit network between features
In mathemetics we can use the adjacency list of graphs to 
do this job. Adjacency list is a “order-index-link” storage and 
has a structure described in the following:
x Store the information of every nodes in a sequential 
storage respectively.
x Construct a single linked list for each nodes. The header 
of the single linked list is the pointer field of its 
corresponding storage node that stored in the sequential 
storage.
3.3. Generate the assembly dimension chains
Before we start to talk about the generation of the 
assembly dimension chain we have to specify the closed-
loop at first. Closed-loop is a dimension that naturally 
formed after assembly or manufacture, both of the size and 
tolerance of it are influenced by other composing-loops. The 
closed-loop is an indicator of the assembly quality and a 
representation of the technical requirements of product. The 
specification of the closed-loop can be down by human-
computer interaction to choose the two features on which the 
closed-loop dimension is attached, here we do not have to 
specify the direction of the closed-loop deliberately. In this 
paper we only considered about the assembly dimension 
chain, so the two features of the closed-loop must come from 
two different work-pieces.
As long as the closed-loop has been determined we can 
start to generate the dimension chains immediately. For 
simplicity, we named the two features of the closed-loop as 
begin-feature and end-feature, to be noticed that either of the 
two features can be the begin-feature or the end-feature. We 
start at the begin-feature to search it`s feature attributes set 
for features that has dimension or matting relationship with 
it, two situations may occurred in this step:
x If the relationship type is dimension, we need to take 
down information include the dimension size, dimension 
direction, feature type and identification of the related 
feature.
x If the relationship type is matting constrain, we only need 
to take down information include feature type and 
identification of the related feature.
Fig.6. Searching algorithm
If succeed, we will switch to the feature that we have just 
found and do the same thing we has described right above 
until we comes to the end-feature and obtained a dimension 
chain finally. Form what we described above we know that 
the generation of dimension chain is a recursive process. We 
must note that there may exist more than one features that 
have relationship with the target one, which means that two 
or more dimension chain may exist, so in this search process 
we takes a depth-first algorithm to find out all the possible 
dimension chains that match our closed-loop requirement. 
Noticed that this process will carried on only if there exist 
such a feature that has relationship with the target one, so if 
we failed to obtain the related feature we just have to 
abandon this dimension we work on and switch to the other 
possible chains. If all the paths are unworked we cannot help 
but come to the conclusion that the dimension chain is not 
exists. The search strategy is detailed expressed in Fig.6.
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4. Case Application
In this section an example is present to give a more deep 
insight of the dimension chain generation method. Fig.7. is
the 3D assembly model of a slider-crank device, from this 
figure we can see that there are lots of features, dimensions. 
To be convenience we just simplified the model into Fig.8
and in this simplified model we only care about information 
we need. 
Fig.7. Expression of dimension chain in computer
In Fig.8 each letter from A to H represent a feature, to be 
noticed that feature H and E represents the centre of sphere 
while the others represents surface plane. The technical 
requirement is to analysis the tolerance of the gap between 
feature F and G, which means that the closed loop of the 
dimension chain we have to generate is formed by F and G.
According to the model, the relations between features is: 
A-B (dimension) B-C˄mating˅         C-D (dimension)
D-E (dimension)         E-H (dimension)      H-G (dimension)
F-A (dimension) 
Fig.8. Expression of dimension chain in computer
In order to obtain the dimension chain we have to generate 
the FASs firstly. Take feature B as an example, from the 
model we know that there are two features that related with 
feature B, namely feature C and A. So we can generate the 
FAS of feature B, which is represented by Fig.9, in the same 
way we can generate all the FASs.
Feature C Plane Mating 0 NULL
Feature A Plane dimension m Direction
Feature B
Fig.9. Expression of dimension chain in computer
As long as we obtained the FASs of all the features we 
can generate the transmit network between features, which 






















Fig.10. Transmit network between features
Start from the start-feature (feature F) of closed loop to 
search for the dimension chain in the transmit network 
between features can easily generate the dimension chain. To 
be noticed that the dimension between feature E and H is a 
3D dimension, so that the dimension chain we generated is a
3D dimension chain obviously. The dimension chain is 
illustrated with the Fig.11.








This paper studied the automatic generation of 3D 
assembly dimension chain based on the existing research, 
proposed the concept of FAS based on feature theory, FAS 
is a collection of the dimension and mating information about 
the target feature, it serves as the foundation of dimension 
generation. Generating principle of FAS and transmit 
network between features was also presented. Put forward 
the generating strategy and the searching algorithm of 
automatically generate the assembly dimension chain based 
on 3D assembly drawing. A prototype system that is 
integrated in CATIA is developed based on this method, after 
the closed-loop is specified by the user the system can 
accurately and automatically generate the 3D assembly 
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dimension chain without too much human-computer 
interaction.
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